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North Plains Systems’ Xinet 18.1: 
A new eXciting feature rich release

&

01/ New Xinet Pilot
Will Xinet Pilot still be the dominate window, when multiple 
windows are open?

Yes, if the “Windows Always in front” preference setting is 
turned on. You will still be able to use the new visibility controls 
(show/hide)

05/ New Xinet Pilot
Couldn’t we use the theme editor in PORTALADMIN to 
change the Pilot background?

Unfortunately most of the settings in PORTALADMIN apply to 
the Exhibit site

06/New Xinet Pilot
Is Pilot available for Windows users?

The previous version of Xinet Pilot used to be available on 
Windows. We are still working on getting the new Xinet Pilot 
ported to Windows. Please expect this to happen in a future 
release.

07/ New Xinet Pilot
So you can see Archived “Nearline” files in Pilot now?

That is correct, yes.

03 / New Xinet Pilot
Are files in Pilot now in alphabetical and numerical order?

Files are currently sorted in alphabetical order, in both Marquee 
and Pilot. Expect to see more advanced sorting option in future 
releases.

04 / New Xinet Pilot
Can we change background colour (to white)?

Not currently. I think it is a great idea though to allow a lighter 
and a darker theme.

02/ New Xinet Pilot
Can info panel in Pilot be customized?  Show other info or 
remove unneeded info

No, you can’t customize it.

08/ Marquee
Does Marquee still uses PatTemplate as the default template 
engine ?

As far as I know it uses an adjusted version of PatTemplate, yes.



09/ Marquee
Is Marquee fully PortalDI driven or does it still use portal API 
stored in the portal server ?

Marquee is serviced by Portal CGIs on the Portal server. These 
CGIs use the portalDI API on Xinet

10/ Marquee
Is Marquee based on any front end framework such as 
Foundation or Bootstrap ?

Yes, it uses bootstrap

11/ Other
Any plans to have a roll-over of the breadcrumbs per file in 
search?

Yes, good idea. I have created a feature request. Thank You.

12/ Other
Does upload support files bigger then 2gb and does it 
support resume if paused?

Pilot uploads are limited to 1000 items and a compressed 
sized of 1.75 GB. Marquee has a limit of 2 GB. We  plan to adjust 
the limit though.

13/ Other
Does the navigation make a remote call or is everything 
loaded first time round ?

The tree is loaded and created the first time around. If you click 
to view folder content, a remote call is made.

14/ Other
Does the Zoom make a remote call when you zoom, or is 
everything is driven on the client side?

Zoom makes a remote call.

15/ Other
Can you use business rules to filter on keyword metadata?

Yes, you can filter on file-name, folder name and keyword 
metadata for users and groups. Plus prerequisites, like parent 
directory name, folder level depth and full path.

16/ Other
It would be nice if the interface would give the total upload 
size before you commit to uploading.

I agree. Good idea. I have made a feature request for that. 
Thank you.


